Student Council Writes Letter To Governor Asking Action; ‘Time for Promises Has Passed’

Action Demanded Before December

The Georgia Tech Student Council, at its regular meeting last Wednesday night, designated Eugene Talmdge, chairman, to write a strong letter to Governor Talmadge demanding that he take the initiative in righting the wrong that has been done to the University of Georgia.

The letter appeared in yesterday's Atlanta newspaper and told the Governor that the University is discredited, you alone will bear the blame" and declared the "time for promises has passed.

"You must act immediately, Mr. Governor, before the Southern Association meets in December. We are putting the entire issue squarely up to you."

The letter went on to say, "The Student Council of Georgia Tech has waited patiently until after the investigation committee for the Southern Association gave you, Mr. Governor, and the Board of Regents an opportunity to get the Georgia University System out of the 'quagmire' into which you admit having 'inadvertently' plunged it.

"Mr. Governor, this is hardly the time for concurrence!

"This is the time for action!"

"We, the students of Tech, are demanding action!"

Coal Stored In Tech Power Plant Ignites; No Damage Is Done

Between three and four hundred tons of coal are burning in the coal bin next to the main campus of Tech. Just exactly how long it has been burning no one seems to know, but it is said that the entire ventilation system of the Tech power plant was necessary to keep the fumes from coming out of the building. A few weeks ago, the entire power plant was interviewed and were very careful, saying that it was not curious and nothing unusual happened almost every winter.

"The fire, unless it should get away from the power plant. Just exactly how long it has been burning no one seems to know. Although the fire is being kept under control, it has been burning for some time, and the fire is said to have been burning for nearly a week. The fire is not extremely active. These fires are believed to be ignited by spontaneous combustion.

Briareans Initiate Ten New Members; All OutstandingMen

On Wednesday night the Briarean Society initiated ten new members into that organization, the highest honor available to members. The new members are outstanding in scholarship, leadership, and character.

The Briaerean Society was founded at Georgia Tech in 1922, and now the second year that new members are being initiated.

The following men were initiated: D. H. Newby, L. P. Green, and E. A. Smith, from the junior class; C. H. McKnight, W. B. Argo, T. J. Innes, P. E. C. McDonald, and J. E. VanVeen from the junior class; E. D. Bucker and R. O. W. Will from the Pre-Junior class.

On Saturday night the Society will honor the new members at a dinner dance at the Henry Grady Hotel, Professor and Mrs. W. B. Johns and Dr. and Mrs. P. B. Narmore will be the_Society for the occasion.

Short Biographies of Students from Over 550 Schools Will Be Given in Publication

According to information received this week, 20 Tech upperclassmen have been chosen, along with men from over 550 other schools, to have their biographies published in the eighth edition of "Who's Who Among Students and Colleges."

This annual publication is the only national means of recognition for honor students that does not require initiation fees or dues. It is used and solicited by personnel in many of America's largest industries.

All men selected are from the junior and senior classes and rated on such points as character, leadership, scholarship, and their poise and potential for future usefulness in business and society.

The Tech students chosen, with a partial list of their activities, are:

William D. Cramstite-president of the Student Council, treasurer of Anak, and president of the Civil Crew and the Tech chapter of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

Ellis R. Davis—vice-president of Anak and Senior Football Manager.

George B. Eager—business manager of the Georgia Tech Engineer, member of Pi Delta Epsilon and the Oil Club.

B. D. Fenn—president of ODK, vice-president of the Interfraternity Council, and a member of Phi Kappa Psi.

William E. Garrett—president of the Tech "P" Cabinet, a member of the Student Council and of the Student-Faculty Honor Committee.

J. W. Griffis—vice-president of ODK, secretary of Anak, and a member of the Student Council.

J. K. Hancock—football, member of the Student Council and the "P" Club.

The letter appeared in yesterday's Atlanta newspaper and told the Governor that "if the University is discredited, you alone will bear the blame" and declared the "time for promises has passed."

We, the students of Tech, are demanding action!"

"Time for Promises Has Passed*

GOVERNOR EUGENE TALMDGE is shown talking to a group of students with the investigation committee of the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. The students are (from left to right) Bill Pottle, Mary Cash Peacock, Jim Tharpe, Ralph Plaster, Bill Woodard, and Bobby Doolin.

‘Primary Election Sees Strange Campus Antics’

Dean Raimundo de Ovies Will Tell Pledges About Fraternity Principles

Costs Investigated At Tech Dining Hall By New Committee

In order that the pledges of all the fraternities on the Tech campus will receive the same basic from the start, the Interfraternity Council will sponsor three lectures that will acquaint the pledges in the three basic principles upon which all fraternity groups are founded.

They are scheduled for 7:15 p.m. next Monday night.

The three receiving the highest number of votes will become the president of the class; the man getting the second highest number of votes will become secretary-treasurer.

Those men who successfully passed the primary are listed below in the order of the number of votes each man received:

Seniors
C. R. Smith, Jim Wright, William E. Garrison, Ellis Davis, and Cash Peaceock.

Juniors
Jack Handcock, Edis Van Voorhees, Jim Tharpe, Ralph Plaster, Bill Woodard, and Bobby Doolin.

Freshmen
Davey Elderidge, Davis Fitzgerald, Kirk Needham, B. M. Stevens, Ralph Long, and Bruce Morano.

Seniors
M. J. Sanders, W. B. Shover, G. A. Waring, J. E. Noell, W. D. Works, and A. Berman.

The Briarean Society was founded at Georgia Tech in 1922, and now the second year that new members are being initiated.

The following men were initiated: D. H. Newby, L. P. Green, and E. A. Smith, from the junior class; C. H. McKnight, W. B. Argo, T. J. Innes, P. E. C. McDonald, and J. E. VanVeen from the junior class; E. D. Bucker and R. O. W. Will from the Pre-Junior class.

On Saturday night the Society will honor the new members at a dinner dance at the Henry Grady Hotel, Professor and Mrs. W. B. Johns and Dr. and Mrs. P. B. Narmore will be the chairmen for the occasion.
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McIntire, Arnold, Pot Win Prizes In Fashion Show

This year's full edition of the semi-annual fashion show, sponsored by the Tech chapter of Pi Delta Epsilon, a national journalism fraternity, was held last Saturday in the lobby of the Tech YMCA. An expert analyst was shown for clothes-conscious college men in exhibits of several Atlanta's leading stores. Not a scene was

(Continued on Page 5)
which has never been sustained by a single shred of racial co-education, a charge which was denied and carriers of the Board of Regents were forced out. They heard, the verdict was returned.

In the beginning there were no charges of efforts at making to bring about racial co-education and social training which will fit them for positions of responsibility and power. THE GEORGIA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY offers to young men of ability and ambition a

It is not seeking to punish any educational institution is based not on claims, but on results. Its greatest

In the beginning there were charges against two. There came next the second hearing by the Board of Regents, which proposed to picture, superimposing the image of Dean Cooks on a picture showing some Negro draftsmen being given a dinner by the white society section of the Board of Regents. An offer of $50 was made. This was refused. A day or so later the same man, in company with an Athens Negro, took Dean Cooks, one Negro servant, a combination yachtsman, cook and chauffeur, to a cabin at a tourist camp, told him he was one of the Ku Klux Klan, put a pistol in sight, and had him sign a typewritten paper he was not allowed to read. This was what he swore in an affidavit.

Next Development

It was obvious frantic and desperate efforts were being made to bring about the picture, the false charges that—of all things and places—in the state of Georgia an effort was being made to send white and colored people to school together.

There followed the fantastic, incredible, fright­ening "hearing" at the capital.

The new board sat in judgment.

They knew that only an aroused public opinion can do what the three men dismissed, and their other five black and inevitable. As students the very best thing Georgia Tech and the entire University System looks for, the Georgia boys do their part.

The timid little maiden. Stone Mountain."

"So I did," quoth the Agnes Scott maiden.

"Hey, fallaawks, spec'ly this dumb bimbo, "Isn't this the Emory hay-ride?"

"Golly," — quoth the freshman, "I wish we hadn't been "right" politically. Still another was fired for not being a "Union" man. The administration promises are worthless.

Ramblin' Wreckonigs

By MAXWELL L. SHATZEN, JR.

"I'd Die for Dear Old Georgia" FRANK, L. KROHN, BART BROWN, DAD. OERICK. THESE IMAGINARY MIDS AS WE MIGHT BEHOLD THEM DURING THE PRINCEAM GAME IN 1892-
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Top Hit Tunes on Wax

This chart was prepared to help the frats and other organizations on the campus select records for their record players. It was compiled from the sales records of the three leading record houses in Atlanta (Davison's fourth floor, Tech's and Stamey's). The averages were taken and the results shown are:

**SWEET**

**BEST BETS:**

**WONNER**

1. Don't Want to Set the World on Fire (Horne Hedd)

Let Me off Uptown (Gene Krupa)

1. Charlie's Waltz (Horne Hedd)

Son Valley Jam (Glenn Miller)

1. This Love of Mine (Tromrey Dorsey)

Blue Skies (Tromrey Dorsey)

1. Don't Want to Set the World on Fire (Horne Hedd)

Let Me off Uptown (Gene Krupa)

1. Charlie's Waltz (Horne Hedd)
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Blue Skies (Tromrey Dorsey)
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Let Me off Uptown (Gene Krupa)

1. Charlie's Waltz (Horne Hedd)

Son Valley Jam (Glenn Miller)

1. This Love of Mine (Tromrey Dorsey)

Blue Skies (Tromrey Dorsey)
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Courses Cover Requirements of Latest Ceramic Production

According to Opinions of Georgia Tech Professors

Editor's note: This is another article in the series about Tech's departments written especially to inform new students.

By TERRELL GREENE

The Ceramic Engineering building on the corner of Third and Fowler Streets houses the oldest and one of the most outstanding departments of the South, the department that has gained wide recognition of its excellent curriculum.

President V. J. R. Baran, Miss Beatrice Willingham; T. J. Innes, Becky Hill; Alice Connell. Other members that have been through Tech.
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Peaceful and Sucrose

The other day a wise-ace came up to us and said, "go to hell." Not that it is anything new after the Yellow Jacket has come out and some of the better troops have been shaken but this had a special meaning he went on to explain. It seems that the Architectural Society is flinging a noor-dooper around the 21st of November and the theme of the brawl — were a lot of jam-up doings.

Not that it is anything new after the Yellow Jacket has come out a special meaning he went on to explain. It seems that the Archid Scholars didn't catch a possum—which was as touched off the affair by jumping in hunt and contrary to last year they didn't bringen their brothers from Duke and did a swell job of Psi's Halloween Party was as per tically all the brothers are wearing blush slightly — for the creature with a "queen." Everything turned himself up. Because it was too late to get a date with a girls he knew, Dan Sheridan thought he would get a date that Saturday night at the Delta Sheltah. He was ankle deep after the Duke game. Glass was introduced to Dan, and he brothers' girls fix things up for a date Saturday evening.

CANDID is the word for it too. Don't know who this couple is (may he's a beast, we don't) — but it was taken at some Halloween party last weekend and dropped in our box. We just can't imagine what he is looking for, can you?

Twelve Fraternities Are Planning Social Affairs for Weekend's Entertainment

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
The A.T.O.'s will entertain at an open house after the Kentucky game Saturday evening.

BETA THETA PI
The Bota's will give a buffet supper Saturday evening.

CHI PHI
The Chi Phi's continue their series of tea dances after the home games, featuring the Emory Aces.

DELTA TAU DELTA
There will be an informal dance Saturday night at the Delta Sheltah.

KAPPA ALPHA
The K.A.'s will continue their series of buffet suppers after the home games.

PHI DELTA THETA
The Phi Delts will entertain at informal house dances after the games.

PHI EPSILON PI
The Phi Eps continue their series of open houses after the home games.

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
The Phi K's will feature a house dance Saturday evening.

PI KAPPA PHI
A buffet supper will highlight the week-end at the P.K.P. house.

TAU EPSILON PHI
The highlight of the entire week-end will be the T.E.P. formal dance.

THOMAS A. JONES
The Sigma Chi's will entertain their brothers from Kentucky with a buffet supper and house dance Saturday evening.
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Co-op Club Holds Annual Dance Tonight at Mosque

The annual dance of the Co-op Club will be held Friday night, November 7, at the Shrine Mosque. The dance will last from 9 until 1, and music will be furnished by the Emory Aces.

In the past years, the dance has been a masquerade, but this year's plans call for a sport dance. Announcement is to be made by Bob Brunson, chairman of the Dance Committee, the customary hostess will be omitted; but the program provides one special number, during which only members and their guests will dance. It is expected that two hundred will attend this dance, and the members may be dis- tinguished by the white carnation each one wears.

The new officers of the Co-op Club are E. A. Ricketts, president; Carl H. Tucker, vice-president; Charles White, secretary; and Dick Todd, treasurer.

Members and their dates are:


Other members who will be present are:


Initiates Completely "Nuts"

Many poor sophomore C. E. students advocated such a test. Besides carrying this concrete, they were dressed in ever, for these actions were merely back in time to see dawn break. (The age disposal plants where they were sewers. From this concrete, they were then taken to the sewers. Unfortunately.)

Some political acts which are being worn with ever-increasing popularity this year, were also shown.

Presto was given to the three best-dressed freshmen attaining the show, and the Beau (Beaux) Brunson, MS.'43, head of the "Big Town" sight of what seemed, by sight of what seemed, who could be still further re-

football poll—(continued from page 1)

"It does not require a superman to pass the physical examinations. This training is easy to follow, and all applicants appear for their examinations in a more rested physical condition and in a different frame of mind.

Reasons for Failure

Mr. Haller, district supervisor, believes that there are several fundamental reasons for failure to pass the physical examinations: The boy who wants to fly tends to crowd his school life with too much activity. The average college, go out for athletics, belong to the Alpha Chi club, up the re-

Co-ops, Where Are Those Kiss Cards?

What has happened to the Co-ops' Kiss Card Contest that is usually started about this time every year? Have campus officers stopped this, one of the campus traditions? For the benefit of all don't know, the tradition the Co-ops in the past have sent all their freshmilk out cool armed with five cards to get imprints of what seemed, by sight of the imprints, to be perfect lips. These were submitted to the judges who thereupon picked Miss Perfect Lips. The winner of this title then reigned at a dance held soon after. As the Addresses of the "kissers" were kept on file, it was a good source of blind dates.

Why not revive this tradition, Co-ops, and invite the pressure if you'd like to do it this year.

Spectator Says A. S. C. E. Initiates Completely ‘Nuts’

Civil Engineers Eat Tasty Meal During Informalities

Civil Engineers are crazy — over their "nuts." All prospective C. E. students to "Tech" should have to undergo medical scrutiny before being admitted. Those of us who saw many poor sophomores C. E. students failed to get blocks of concrete on their shoulders last week will add vocations such a test. Besides carrying this concrete, they were dressed in bobs and hunting pants and had their faces painted like Indians. This proves beyond doubt that they are seriously affected in the cerebral ex-

Speck, Scott "Y" to Hold Joint Social Next Friday Night

A joint skating party, supper, and open house dance will be held with the agree Scott Athletic Association next Friday, November 14, by the "Y".

Freshmen will meet the Tech boys at the Bellmore skating rink at 7 o'clock. After the games finishes skating they will be somewhere and have supper. After supper they will go on to the open house dances.

All Tech students are invited to attend these functions, and the cost is only 50c for the skating and 50c for the supper. Those interested in attending should sign up at the "Y" as soon as possible.

Football Poll—(continued from Page 3)

"Go South, Young Man"

"Go South, Young Man"

Views on Swimming

Coach Lanue believes that, while football is too dangerous, pointing out that of the validity of football and all its fanfare do not add to the well-being of these Sophomores at heart, saw to it that not a morse was allowed to slip into the more remote parts of their mind.

TENTH STREET DAIRY

Has Served Tech

Hersed Truck

Fruits Since 1923

Pure Jersey Milk

Yard Eggs... and

Cottage Cheese

115 10th St.

Hem. 1415

24 Hour Automatic Service

565 SPRING STREET, N. W.

HEMLOCK 5653

Atlanta, Ga.
In Frosh Track Meet

Cloudman Hall and Howell Dormitory shared top honors in the annual freshmen dormitory track meet sponsored by the Yellow Jacket Club. The five dormitory teams sloshed through the mud last Friday night, and the result was a 15-15 deadlock between Cloudman and Howell for the top honors.

Paul Nelson, of Howell dorm, was the outstanding runner in the track meet. Nelson rallied all of his dormitory points when he won the 100-yard dash, the 220-yard dash, and the 440-yard run. The Cloudman Hall entries won first places in the 440-yard relay race and the 3-legged race. The Knowles dormitory entry captured first place in the sack race. The winners and runners-up in each event received cakes donated by the Yellow Jacket Club.

At the pep rally, held during the track meet, Coach Alex addressed the freshmen and received an enthusiastic reception. "Red" Barron, Tech's former all-American back, also braved the mud and received an enthusiastic reception. "Red" Barron, Tech's former all-American back, also braved the mud and received an enthusiastic reception. "Red" Barron, Tech's former all-American back, also braved the mud and received an enthusiastic reception.
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Duke Defeats Fighting Engineers by Air, 14-0

Weak Passing Defense and No Scoring Punch Voids Tech's Running Attack and Strong Line

Duke's Blue Devils snatched two touchdowns out of the air Saturday at Grant Field to gain a 14-0 victory over a hard-fighting team of Tech Engineers, and to place themselves among the leading contenders for a bid to Pasadena's Rose Bowl on New Year's Day next.

The Yellow Jackets stepped into their fifth game with a solid wall of defense, a lightning running attack, and a much improved aerial game. It was not until Tech gave those big boys a good run that it became apparent there was a bevy of worry that Duke was able to connect er to the goal defended by the Blue Devils. Duke was able to retaliate than twice the length of the field.

Blue Devil's Coach Gives Business Man Embarrassed Second

Here's a brand new embarrassment moment. Last Saturday night, in a little restaurant downtown, a customer was speaking to the store's proprietor about the day's football game. After swapping scores for several minutes, the following conversation developed:

"Did you see the Duke-Tech game today?" the proprietor asked.

"Yes."

"Pretty good, wasn't it?" "Tech sure outplayed Duke, don't you think? I hear Bosch gained more rushing, made more first downs, and had fewer penalties called upon them."

"Yes, I enjoyed it very much."

With this, the customer paid his bill and left with a very slight, but very noticeable smile on his face.

"Do you know when you were talking to?" asked a Tech boy from a booth across the restaurant.

"No, I never saw him before, but he seemed like a nice fellow."

"He is a nice fellow. That was Coach Wallace."

Varsity Swordsmen

Elect Wade Captain

Majority of Lettermen Back At Opening of '41-'42 Season

As a result of a poll of the members of the varsity fencing squad, Arthur Wade has been elected as captain of this year's swordsmen, according to Coach Richard T. Morenus, Wade, who is a senior and one of the few lettermen returning this year, has shown excellent form in the past with both the foil and epee, and is expected to be a big cog in the Jackets bid for another stellar season. The loss of last year's captain, Craig Davis, through graduation is keenly felt; however, with a majority of last year's team returning, and bolstered by several very promising men up from the Freshman team, Coach Morenus is looking forward optimistically to the new season.

The Duke Sheet BY SCOTT KELSO

(Editor's Note: This is the first article of a series of predictions that will be run each week.)

We join the sucker list this week as we stick our necks out and take a chance in this dangerous business of picking football winners. Few can survive the upsets, but we'll play our hunches and predict.

In the SEC

Tech's vastly improved Yellow Jacket team blanched Florida Hillbilly eleven 13-6. The game was a personal triumph for Bob, as he ran 28 yards on an end-around for our first score, and caught Bosch's pass for the other tally.

"HOLD THAT LINE!"

Arrow shirts go the whole day long without a "meh."

In the Arrow backfield is Bill, a fine white broadcloth shirt that is all-American in its long-wearing and non-wilting constitution. Cut to fit your torso and Sanforized shrinkproof (fabric shrinkage less than 1%). Get Hitt today! $2.

"DON'T MISS FORMAL AFFAIRS"

We carry a complete line of Tuxedos and Tails. With or without accessories.

WARMER'S MENS SHOP
38 Marietta WA. 5566

How to Win Friends in one easy lesson

Treat yourself and others to wholesome, delicious Wrigley's Spearmint Gum. Swell to chew. Helps keep breath sweet, teeth bright. The Flavor Lasts.
Experiment Station Is Conducting Research on New Paint Primer

By KURT E. SCHULHERR

A research project which will prove of the greatest importance to the south is now being carried out by the State Engineering Station in cooperation with the Southern States Federation of Paint and Varnish Production Clubs, an association made up of the production men in the various

The object of the research is the development of a paint primer especially suited for southern yellow pine. A primer is a technical expression for the first coat of paint that is applied to a surface, and with the present primers, three coats of paint are necessary for a good and durable paint job. The research is directed toward the development of a primer which will necessitate only two coats of paint on yellow southern pine.

The work, which is being carried out by Mr. Leonard Wilkins, a graduate student of the Chem. Eng. Department, and directed by Dr. Paul Wolfe, of the Chem. Eng. Dept., is divided in two parts. The first is the evaluation of the present primers, and the second is the development of new primers by varying the different constituents of the paints. These various paints are applied to different types of yellow pine furnished by the Southern Pine Association, and then exposed to the weather by being placed on racks about ten miles outside of Atlanta, just off the old Marietta Highway. Records of the deterioration are kept by photographic observation, and from three to four hundred paints will be tested this way.

A medium toe bal of Bay brown boarded calf with black bootmaker's finish.

A plain toe brogue-type blucher in brown Lariat veal with black bootmaker's finish.

A broad toe heavy brogue-type shoe of natural boarded calf with antique and black bootmaker's finish.

It's hard to find anything to compare with the flexibility of Winthrop's Action-Free Shoes. You see Action-Free is an exclusive Winthrop construction that allows you to flex your foot naturally every minute of the time you have on a pair of these great shoes. Try on a pair of Winthrop "Action-Free" Shoes and no others will satisfy you.

‘Joe’ Freshman Finds School Life ‘No Bowl of Cherries’

By PHIL

I came; I saw; I flunked; but luckily I am still here.

As I arrived in the great city of Atlanta, several strange boys rushed up to me and took my suitcase. Thus began the great event—rush week.

Ah, what a wonderful week it was! I guess Tech deserved a man like me. I was very glad to hear that one company would be exempted from exams; just to have about a ninety average—what would be easy. Of course, I would be editor of the paper and run a couple of other institutions.

My future "frat brothers" were so nice to me. They waited on me day and night. They all had nice big cars.

Rush week flew by. As Monday approached, I started toward the fraternity of my choice. On the way, I passed a fraternity house crowded to capacity. I am still here.

All in all, though, Tech is the best college I have been to—mainly because its the only one I’ve attended going. This state of mind, added to the physical strain of a period of hard study, or of hard play in athletics, may result in certain manifestations of physical deficiency like double vision. Many such conditions are temporary but this cannot be determined easily in an examination.

Third, a combination of many variables will prevent acceptance. Most of these, Mr. Waller believes, are avoidable, and he advises students to rest and relax thoroughly before applying for physical examination.

CPT Trainees—

(Continued from Page 5)

While the boy who will try to do all this is usually a high type and his ambition deserves commendation, his body and mind will not stand the physical strain of a period of hard study, or of hard play in athletics.

To give you the one and only cigarette that Satisfies... it takes the right kinds of the world’s best cigarette tobaccos... the best from our own Tobacco land and rare aromatic tobaccos from Turkey... the best tobacco that money can buy.

Gloria and Barbara Brewster

Two Swell Reasons why

It's Chesterfield

The Milder Better-tasting Cooler-smoking cigarette

Copyright 1941, Lorillard & Morse Tobacco Co.